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Abstract: The thicknesses of C10-C18 alkylsiloxane monolayers on silicon-silicon dioxide substrates have been measured 
with ellipsometry and low-angle X-ray reflection. Although, for any given sample, thicknesses measured by the two methods 
agree to within experimental error, ellipsometric measurements are systematically larger by approximately 2 A. This difference 
may result from variations in the sensitivity of the two techniques to the structure of the interface between silicon dioxide 
and the alkylsiloxane monolayer. The X-ray reflectivity measurements provide evidence that these organic monolayers do 
not build up as island structures and demonstrate that the approximate area projected by each alkyl group in the plane of 
the monolayer is — 21 ± 3 A2. Preliminary studies indicate that this technique can be used to follow the changes in the structure 
of a monolayer which result from chemical transformations. The influence of damage that is induced by X-ray radiation on 
these measurements is discussed. 

This paper describes the use of ellipsometry and low-angle X-ray 
reflectivity to characterize monolayers prepared by reaction of 
alkyltrichlorosilanes with the surface silanol groups of silicon 
bearing a hydrated native oxide. Our primary objective was to 
compare estimates of the thicknesses of these films obtained by 
using these two techniques. Ellipsometry has been employed 
extensively for the measurement of the thicknesses of thin organic 
films.1"5 X-ray reflectivity is just beginning to be used for this 
purpose.6"" Agreement between ellipsometry and X-ray re
flectivity would help to validate both techniques. A secondary 
objective was to examine the structural order of these self-as
sembled alkylsiloxane monolayers. As part of this work, we have 
attempted to generate monolayers that have a variation in electron 
density along the normal to the substrate surface. The intensity 
of the X-rays reflected from such samples is sensitive to this type 
of change in electron density.6,12 The determination of the electron 
distribution in films ostensibly having variations in electron density 
along the z axis would provide one direct measure of order in these 
systems. 

Previous studies have attempted to verify the accuracy of el
lipsometry in determining the thicknesses of organic monolayers. 
For Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers, estimates of thickness by 
ellipsometry, isotopic labeling,13,14 and surface pressures15 are in 
agreement. These experiments depended, however, on comparisons 
of complete and partial monolayers and demonstrated only that 
the thickness of a monolayer as measured by ellipsometry cor
relates with the number of molecules per unit area in that mon
olayer and their length. We have reached a similar conclusion 
when correlating the ellipsometric thicknesses of monolayers 
prepared from a homologous series of alkyltrichlorosilanes with 
the relative intensities of carbon and silicon observed in X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).16 This conclusion has also 
been reached in related experiments that utilized monolayers of 
alkyl thiols adsorbed on gold films.17 

Against the background of these earlier studies, we had two 
reasons to conduct a comparison of results from ellipsometry and 
X-ray reflection. First, these previous studies did not directly 
measure the thickness of the monolayers. Second, they examined 
Langmuir-Blodgett, rather than self-assembled, monolayers. 

The self-assembled monolayers used in this work were prepared 
by placing a silicon-silicon dioxide (Si/Si02) substrate in a solution 
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containing an alkyltrichlorosilane (RSiCl3).
18 The Si-Cl bonds 

react with silanol groups19 and adsorbed water20 present on the 
surface of the silicon dioxide and form a network of Si-O-Si bonds 
of undefined structure.21 The resulting monolayers are bound 
covalently to the substrate and are stable. XPS reveals that no 
chlorine remains in them.16 The density of surface silanol groups 
on the native oxide is only ~ 1 per 20 A2.22,23 This density is 
approximately equal to the surface density of R groups within 
the monolayer (see below). The remaining Si-Cl bonds of the 
RSiCl3 groups apparently react with water24 and form Si-O-Si 
and/or Si-OH moieties. 

Ellipsometry and low-angle X-ray reflection are both optical 
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techniques based on the reflection of light from interfaces. Al
though these two techniques are described using the same theo
retical treatment—Fresnel's equations for the reflection of 
light25—they measure different properties of the light reflected 
from an interface. In addition, the wavelengths of the light used 
here in ellipsometry (X = 6328 A) and X-ray reflection (X = 
1.5-1.7 A) differed by more than a factor of 103. The two 
techniques are also sensitive to different facets of interfacial 
structure. 

Results 

Preparation of Monolayers. We prepared alkylsiloxane mon
olayers on silicon-silicon dioxide (Si/Si02) substrates by reaction 
with alkyltrichlorosilanes using techniques similar to those de
scribed previously.16'18,26 Because the measurement of X-ray 
reflection requires large, flat samples, the silicon substrates for 
these studies were significantly larger (2.5 X 7.5 cm) and, in 
general, thicker (0.125 in.) than those used previously.27 Some 
samples were, however, prepared on thin (0.015 in.) substrates.28 

We examined monolayers prepared from saturated alkyltri
chlorosilanes (Cl3Si(CH2)^CH3, n = 9, 11, 14, 15, 17), from 
16-heptadecenyltrichlorosilane (HTS, Cl3Si(CH2)15CH=CH2), 
and from a fluorinated silane (Cl3Si(CH2)2(CF2)7CF3). 

Ellipsometry. The theory of ellipsometry has been discussed 
in detail by others.1,29 Here we summarize certain important 
details and assumptions of the method. 

Ellipsometry analyzes the reflection of elliptically polarized light 
from an interface separating two media with different indices of 
refraction. This elliptically polarized light can be represented as 
the sum of two components, one in the plane of incidence of the 
light (p polarization), the other perpendicular to this plane (s 
polarization). Upon reflection, the amplitude and phase of each 
of these components is altered, resulting in a change in the overall 
polarization and amplitude of the light wave. These changes in 
amplitude and phase are represented by the Fresnel reflection 
coefficients for the p and s polarizations, rp and rs. Ellipsometry 
measures the ratio of these coefficients, p. The standard rela
tionships between p and the measured analyzer (A) and polarizer 
(P) angles are summarized in eq 1-3.1,M The angle ip represents 

P = rp/rs = tan J/ exp(iA) (1) 

^ = A (2) 

A = IP + TT/2 (3) 

the ratio of the changes in amplitude for the s and p polarizations 
of light upon reflection from an interface. The angle A is the 
difference in the phase shifts that are experienced by each po
larization upon reflection. 

In order to use ellipsometry to determine the thickness of a 
monolayer supported on a substrate, one must compare data 
obtained from the monolayer-substrate system with those from 
the uncoated substrate.30 This comparison is straightforward, 
but differences between the substrate in coated and uncoated form 
may skew the ellipsometric results. Clean silicon-silicon dioxide 
has a high surface free energy and, therefore, a high affinity for 
both water and organic contaminants. Organic monolayers ter
minating in methyl and vinyl groups have low interfacial free 

(25) Born, M.; Wolf, E. Principles of Optics, 6th ed.; Pergamon Press: 
Oxford, 1980; Chapter 1. 

(26) Tillman, N.; Ulman, A.; Schildkraut, J. S.; Penner, T. L. / . Am. 
Chem. Soc. 1988, UO, 6136-6144. 

(27) Tidswell, I. M.; Ocko, B. M.; Pershan, P. S.; Axe, J. D.; Wasserman, 
S. R.; Whitesides, G. M. Phys. Rev. B Submitted for publication. 

(28) The inherent curvature of these thin substrates made it necessary, for 
the X-ray reflectivity measurements, to continually monitor the direction of 
the axis normal to the plane of the monolayer. 

(29) McCrackin, F. L.; Passaglia, E.; Stromberg, R. R.; Steinberg, H. L. 
J. Res. Natl. Bur. Stand., Sect. A 1963, 67, 363-377. 

(30) The refractive index of the Si/Si02 substrate varied slightly from 
sample to sample. The observed range of refractive indices was 3.84-3.89. 
The thicknesses of monolayers reported here were determined with the re
fractive index of the substrate on which that monolayer was prepared. 

Monolayer ; It1 N. ! / n, 

Substrate l \ n2 

Figure 1. Two-layer model used for ellipsometry. The silicon substrate 
has refractive index H1, the monolayer has refractive index H1, and the 
ambient air has refractive index H0. The interfaces between each layer 
are assumed to be perfectly sharp. For the alkylsiloxane monolayers on 
silicon, n2 is ~3.8, H1 is ~ 1.45, and H0 is assumed to be 1. The incident 
angle of the laser light, 0O, is 70°. The angles of refraction, <p\ ** 40° 
and 02 ~ '5°, are given by Snell's law (H1 sin ^1 = H2 sin 02). 

energies and resist contamination.31 If contamination of the bare 
Si/Si02 substrate were significant, we would expect that the 
thicknesses of the monolayers as measured by ellipsometry would 
be too small. We have found that the thicknesses of these n-
alkylsiloxane monolayers correspond very closely to those which 
we expect for a trans-extended chain oriented perpendicular to 
the surface:16 that is, to the largest plausible thickness. A 
trans-extended chain is in agreement with infrared measurements 
of chain geometry.32 We conclude, on the basis of these two lines 
of evidence, that contamination does not appear to affect the 
ellipsometric results in these systems.33 

The conventional interpretation of the ellipsometric data is based 
on a model consisting of parallel interfaces separating air, the 
alkylsiloxane monolayer, and the substrate (Figure 1). The 
efectively infinitely thick substrate has a refractive index n2, the 
monolayer has a uniform refractive index «1; and the ambient 
atmosphere has refractive index n0 (which is assumed to be 1). 
Since the silicon substrates have a native surface oxide layer,34'35 

a three-layer model might, in principle, provide a more accurate 
representation of the structure of the monolayer. In practice, we 
have used a two-layer model and have measured a single effective 
refractive index for the substrate that combines contributions from 
the bulk silicon and the surface oxide.36 Although we assume 
that the two interfaces, monolayer-substrate and air-monolayer, 
are perfectly smooth, theoretical and experimental studies suggest 
that, for ellipsometry, roughness has little effect on the measured 
thickness of the monolayer.37"39 

Ellipsometry can, in principle, determine both the thickness and 
the refractive index of a monolayer. For the very thin(<50A) 
films examined here, it is not, however, possible to determine both 
of these quantities simultaneously.40 We must, therefore, assume 
a value for one of them before calculating the other. We have 

(31) The contact angles of water and hexadecane on the bare substrate 
were 8^2° = 0°; 0"D = 0°. The contact angles for monolayers prepared from 
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) were 0^° = 112°; 8?D = 42°. 

(32) Infrared spectroscopy using polarized radiation suggests that these 
monolayers are oriented nearly perpendicular to the surface (tilt angle =* 14 
± 18°). See ref 18 and 26. 

(33) Our experimental protocol (see the Experimental Section) measured 
the ellipsometric constants of the substrate within 5 min of removal of the 
silicon wafer from the water in which it had been stored. Using the X-ray 
reflection technique, we have observed the slow (20-25 A in 24 h) buildup 
of a contaminating layer on a bare Si/Si02 substrate. 

(34) Carim, A. H.; Dovek, M. M.; Quate, C. F.; Sinclair, R.; Vorst, C. 
Science 1987, 237, 630-632. 

(35) Carim, A. H.; Sinclair, R. Mater. Lett. 1987, 5, 94-98. 
(36) A demonstration of the validity of the use of an effective index of 

refraction for the substrate is found in ref 1, pp 332-340. 
(37) Fenstermaker, C. A.; McCrackin, F. L. Surface Sci. 1969, 15, 85-96. 
(38) Smith, T. Surface Sci. 1976, 56, 252-271. 
(39) The substrates used in this study had a surface roughness on the order 

of 3-4 A. See ref 27. 
(40) The simultaneous determination of the refractive index and length of 

the monolayer depends on the precision of the ellipsometric measurement. For 
the films studied here all refractive indices between 1.0 and 2.5 are possible 
for the index of the monolayer. See ref 29. 
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chosen to model the monolayer as a transparent medium with a 
refractive index of 1.45;41 other investigators have used a refractive 
index of 1.50 for organic monolayers.5 Our value is approximately 
that of pure liquid and crystalline paraffins (1.42-1.44)4 2 but is 
lower than that of high-density polyethylenes (1.49-1.55).43 While 
our choice of refractive index is somewhat arbitrary, the X-ray 
reflectivity measurements (see below) suggest that the electron 
density in these monolayers is similar to that of bulk paraffins.44"47 

For the monolayers examined here, an increase of 0.05 in the 
assumed value of the index of refraction of the monolayer would 
decrease its calculated thickness by —0.8—1.3 A.48 

For ellipsometry we used a helium-neon laser (X = 6328 A) 
as the light source. Other wavelengths within the visible region 
would provide similar results.5 The method has an accuracy on 
the order of ± 2 A. 

Low-Angle X-ray Reflectivity. The reflection of X-rays from 
surfaces6 has been used to characterize the structural properties 
of several systems, including liquids49"51 and liquid crystals.52"54 

We and others have already described the theory of this tech
nique55 and its use for the characterization of the structure of 
monolayers prepared from alkyltrichlorosilanes.8,27 We will only 
summarize certain features of the method. 

Low-angle X-ray reflectivity measures the intensity, R, of 
X-rays that are reflected from a surface as a function of the angle 
6 between the incoming X-ray beam and the sample. In general, 
the variation of this intensity with 8 is given by Fresnel's laws. 
The intensity also varies as a result of the change in the difference 
in phase between X-rays reflected from the air-monolayer and 
monolayer-substrate interfaces. R is related to (dpei/dz>,56 the 
average derivative of the electron density along the normal (7) 
axis of the substrate, by eq 4. Here hqz (eq 5) is the change in 

R = / ? F I P . _ 1 J]"<dpe , /dz> exp( i^z ) dz| : 

qz = 4-TrX"1 sin 

(4) 

(5) 

(4I)A transparent medium does not absorb light and has a real refractive 
index. 

(42) CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 56th ed.; Weast, R. C, 
Ed.; CRC Press: Cleveland, OH, 1975. 

(43) Polymer Handbook; Brandrup, J., Immergut, E. H., Ed.; John Wiley: 
New York, 1975; V-13-V-22. 

(44) Nyburg, S. C; Liith, H. Acta Crystallogr. 1972, B28, 2992-2995. 
(45) Crissman, J. M.; Passaglia, E.; Eby, R. K.; Colson, J. P. J. Appl. 

Crystallogr. 1970, 3, 194-195. 
(46) The average electron density in these monolayers was ~0.30 A"3. 

This value is slightly less than that of crystalline n-paraffins (0.32 A"3). The 
latter value was calculated from the crystal structures of octadecane (C18H38) 
and eicosane (C20H42) given in ref 44 and 45. 

(47) We can obtain an approximate value for the refractive index of the 
monolayer using the electron density of the monolayer, pd, determined by the 
X-ray reflectivity measurements. This electron density can be converted to 
a mass density, pm. An alternate form of eq 7 (see discussion on the projected 
area of alkylsiloxane groups) is given by eq i, where V is the volume of each 

V=Ad = Ne/pcl (i) 

hydrocarbon tail in the monolayer. Since the mass of each tail, m, is simply 
the sum of the masses of each atom in the tail, the mass density of the 
monolayer can be calculated. The refractive index of a substance is related 
to its molar refractivity, R, mass density, and molecular weight, W, by eq ii. 

(n1-\)/(n2 + 2) = RPm/W (ii) 
R is found by summing the refractivities of each methylene and methyl group 
in the hydrocarbon tail (Vogel, A. I. J. Chem. Soc. 1948, 1833-1855). This 
calculation yields an approximate refractive index of 1.50 ± 0.07. 

(48) The change in thickness of the monolayer as a function of its assumed 
refractive index is a linear function of the length of the monolayer: the longer 
the monolayer, the greater the change in the calculated thickness. 

(49) Braslau, A.; Deutsch, M.; Pershan, P. S.; Weiss, A. H.; Als-Nielsen, 
J.; Bohr, J. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1985, 54, 114-117. 

(50) Bosio, L.; Oumezine, M. J. Chem. Phys. 1984, 80, 959-960. 
(51) Sluis, D.; Rice, S. A. J. Chem. Phys. 1983, 79, 5658-5672. 
(52) Ocko, B. M.; Braslau, A.; Pershan, P. S.; Als-Nielsen, J.; Deutsch, 

M. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1986, 57, 94-97. 
(53) Ocko, B. M.; Pershan, P. S.; Safinya, C. R.; Chiang, L. Y. Phys. Rev. 

A 1987, 35, 1868-1872. 
(54) Pershan, P. S.; Braslau, A.; Weiss, A. H.; Als-Nielsen, J. Phys. Rev. 

A 1987, 35, 4800-4813. 
(55) Als-Nielsen, J. Physica 1986, 140A, 376-387. 
(56) pe| is the volume density of electrons: that is, the number of electrons 

present in a unit volume. 
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Figure 2. Intensity, R, of X-rays reflected from alkylsiloxane monolayers 
on silicon-silicon dioxide substrates as a function of q2, the momentum 
change of the photon upon reflection. The monolayers were prepared 
from alkyltrichlorosilanes, Cl3Si(CHj)nCH3. The top spectrum is for 
bare Si/Si02. Each spectrum is offset by 103 from the one above it. The 
solid line is the calculated Fresnel reflectivity, RF, for a perfectly smooth 
silicon substrate. 
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Figure 3. Models for pel, the electron density, and dpe|/dz, the change 
in electron density along the normal perpendicular to the plane of the 
monolayer, used to analyze the measured X-ray reflectivity of alkyl
siloxane monolayers on Si/Si02 substrates. The air-monolayer and 
monolayer-substrate interfaces are represented in dpd/dz by Gaussian 
functions, A1 exp(z2/2<j1

2) and A1 exp((2 - d)1 JIa2-). The parameter 
d, the separation between the centers of these functions, represents the 
distance between the air-monolayer and monolayer-substrate interfaces. 
This distance is the thickness of the monolayer. A\, A2, <ru and <r2 are 
the heights and widths of the Gaussian functions. The parameters Sp1 

and Sp2 are the changes in refractive index across each interface and are 
proportional to AxGx and A2a2. The electron density decreases from 
substrate to monolayer to air. The index of refraction for X-rays is a 
linear function of the electron density. 

momentum experienced by the X-ray photons during the reflection 
process,57 while p„ is the electron density of the bulk substrate. 
RF is the Fresnel reflectivity, the intensity of X-rays reflected from 
a bare substrate whose boundary with a vacuum is sharp and 
perfectly smooth. If the refractive index of the substrate is known, 
the form of RF is determined solely by the Fresnel reflection 
coefficients. This index of refraction is calculated from the critical 
angle, 0C, for total reflection of the X-rays.55 The refractive index 
in the X-ray region is a linear function of the electron density, 

(57) The momentum, p, of a photon is p = h/X. Since h is a constant, 
momentum can be represented by X"1, which has units of A"'. 
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pel.
58 The change in electron density dpei/dz is therefore a direct 

measure of d«/dz. 
Equation 4 describes the pattern of interference that results 

from the reflection of X-rays from an arbitrary electron distri
bution, pei(z). In the case of two sharp interfaces separated by 
some distance, eq 4 reduces to the familiar interference condition 
for reflection from parallel surfaces.59,60 Since the measured 
interference pattern depends on the actual distance separating the 
two interfaces in our monolayer system, this method, unlike el-
lipsometry, directly measures the thickness of the monolayer. 

Our experiments utilized two monochromatized sources of 
X-rays: a rotating anode (X = 1.54 A) and the National Syn
chrotron Light Source (NSLS, X = 1.71 A). We present the data 
obtained from these two sources as a function of qz because the 
interference pattern is invariant in qz, regardless of the wavelength 
of radiation used. We will also usually present our data in the 
form RjRf. Since for a single, sharp interface R = /?F,59 R/Rp 
= 1 for all qz. Any divergence of pe) from that characterizing a 
single, ideal interface is, therefore, readily apparent as deviations 
in R/Rf from a horizontal line. 

The interpretation of the observed interference pattern (Figure 
2 shows typical data) requires fitting it to a structural model of 
the monolayer that incorporates changes in the electron density 
along the surface normal (dpe,/dz). We have analyzed our data 
using a treatment described in detail elsewhere61 and summarized 
graphically in Figure 3. This two-layer model is the simplest 
plausible model for the description of the alkylsiloxane monolayers, 
but it is not an exact representation of the monolayer-substrate 
system. The presence of the surface oxide on the silicon substrate 
might suggest the use of a three-layer model. The electron 
densities of amorphous silicas and bulk silicon are, however, very 
similar.62 To the X-rays, the silicon and silicon dioxide therefore 
appear, to a first approximation, as a single material with no 
separating interface.63 In this paper we will use the two-layer 
model to determine the thicknesses of the alkylsiloxane monolayers. 
In a separate paper27 we discuss the uncertainties associated with 
this model and demonstrate how the thickness of the monolayer 
depends slightly on the model used. 

Our model describes dpe!/dz for each interface as a Gaussian 
function, A exp(z2/2cr2). The model contains five parameters: 
the thickness of the monolayer, d (actually the distance between 
the centers of the substrate-monolayer and monolayer-air in
terfaces), the height of each Gaussian, A1 and A1, and their widths, 
o-j and o-2.

64 The a parameters represent the roughnesses and 
intrinsic widths of both interfaces. The changes in electron density 
across each interface, Sp1 and Sp2, are proportional to AiCr1 and 
A2CT2, respectively. The positions of the minima in the X-ray profile 
are determined almost entirely by d. The thickness of the mon
olayer can therefore be determined to an accuracy of ~ 1 A. The 
amplitudes of the minima, as well as the general shape of the 
profile of the scattered X-rays, reflect the combined effects of A1, 
A2, CT1, and a2. Because these parameters are coupled, obtaining 

(58) The index of refraction toward X-rays, n, is given by eq iii. This 

n = 1 - (2Tr)-1X2Pê o 'o = 2.818 X 10"5 A (iii) 

relation is derived from the classical theory of dispersion for frequencies much 
higher than the resonance frequencies of the electrons in the sample. See ref 
25, Chapter 2. 

(59) See the appendix in the supplementary material. 
(60) Halliday, D.; Resnick, R. Physics, 3rd ed„ Part 2; John Wiley: New 

York, 1978; Section 45-5. 
(61) Descriptions of this model and more sophisticated models for the 

structure of alkylsiloxane monolayers are found in ref 27. 
(62) From the mass densities of silicon and quartz we calculate electron 

densities of 0.70 and 0.80 A-3, respectively. Several mineral forms of silica, 
including opal and cristobalite, have densities 15% less than that of quartz. 
See ref 42. 

(63) Inclusion of a third layer for the silicon dioxide on the substrate 
improves the overall agreement between the observed reflectivity and that 
predicted by the model, but it does not have a significant effect on the mea
sured thickness of the monolayer. The presence of this layer in the model 
alters the calculated thickness by no more than 0.5 A. See ref 27. 

(64) We refer to G1 and a2
 a s the roughnesses of the two interfaces in our 

model. They actually provide a measure of the distances over which the 
refractive index changes from n0 (or «,) to A1 (or «2). 
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Figure 4. XPS spectra of a monolayer prepared from Cl3Si(CH2)IiCH3 
showing radiation damage caused by exposure to X-rays from a syn
chrotron source: survey spectra (left) and high resolution spectra of the 
C Is region (right). A shows the edge of the sample that had not been 
exposed to X-rays. The contact angle in this region was $^2° = 112°. 
The contact angle and XPS spectra of this area were indistinguishable 
from those of monolayers that had not been exposed to any X-ray ra
diation. No carbon atoms in oxidized environments are observed. B 
shows the central area of the sample that had been exposed to the greatest 
flux of X-rays. The contact angle in this region was 6^2° = 82°. The 
high-resolution C Is spectrum exhibits a tail to higher binding energy, 
indicating the presence of oxidized carbon species. 

reliable values for them is technically complex.27 

X-ray reflectivity does not utilize comparisons between the bare 
substrate and the coated sample to measure the thickness of the 
monolayer. Differences in susceptibility to contamination between 
the substrate and the monolayer would therefore have no effect 
on the measured length of the monolayer. Adsorption of impurities 
on the monolayer would, however, cause an increase in its apparent 
thickness. During the several hours required for the accumulation 
of the X-ray data, we have observed the buildup of a contaminant 
layer on the higher energy Si/Si02 surface.33 We have not de
tected such contamination when a monolayer is present. 

X-ray Damage. While ellipsometry is a nondestructive tech
nique, exposure of an organic monolayer to synchrotron radiation 
results in some degradation of the sample. The experiments 
reported here were conducted under air rather than in vacuum 
or under an inert gas. We found that, upon removal from the 
X-ray beam, the contact angle of water on a methyl-terminated 
monolayer had decreased by 25-40° from 8^2° = 112° to f^2° 
= 72-88°.65 This lowered contact angle appeared only on the 
central portion of the sample: that is, the area that had been 
exposed to the greatest flux of X-rays. The edge of this sample, 
which had had little or no exposure to X-rays, exhibited unchanged 
wettability (8^2° = 112°). Ellipsometry failed to discern any 
significant difference between the damaged and pristine regions. 

Figure 4 represents XPS spectra of the C Is peaks from the 
center and edge regions of a monolayer prepared from dodecyl-
trichlorosilane (Cl3Si(CH2)IiCH3). The damaged area, which 
had 8^2° = 82°, shows a tailing to higher binding energy that is 
not present in the areas unexposed to the radiation. We suspect 
that these changes in 8^2° and the XPS spectra reflect oxidation 
of the monolayer to polar, oxygen-containing functionalities 
(alcohols, ketones, carboxylic acids, hydroperoxides, and/or 
others).66 We could not detect these new oxygen signals directly 
by XPS against the large background signal from the oxygen 
atoms in the surface silicon oxide. This type of damage apparently 
requires exposure to intense X-rays. Samples that had only been 
exposed to radiation from a rotating anode source, whose flux was 
approximately 0.1 % of that of the synchrotron, exhibited no change 
in 8^2° or in XPS spectra.67 

(65) Two samples were analyzed under a helium atmosphere. Similar 
damage was observed for these samples as for those analyzed under air. The 
chamber holding the samples was not, however, air tight. 

(66) The binding energies, relative to CH2, for oxidized carbon atoms are: 
CH2OH, +1.5 eV; CO, +3.0 eV; CO2H, +4.5 eV. Gelius, U.; Heden, P. F.; 
Hedmon, J.; Lindberg, B. J.; Manne, R.; Nordberg, R.; Nordling, C; Sieg-
bahn, K. Phys. Scr. 1970, 2, 70-80. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of the thicknesses of alkylsiloxane monolayers as 
measured by ellipsometry and X-ray reflectivity. The solid circles (•) 
are the thicknesses of complete monolayers; the open circles (O) are the 
thicknesses of partial monolayers. The solid line is that expected if the 
two techniques yield the same thickness. The dotted line is offset by 1.4 
A and is that expected if only ellipsometry includes the silicon atom of 
the alkylsilane in the measured thickness (see the text). 

Although the damage to the monolayer was clearly measurable, 
we do not, for two reasons, believe that it had a significant effect 
on the value of the thickness measured for the monolayer. First, 
samples examined on both the rotating anode and the synchrotron 
exhibited similar reflectivities. Second, the information of primary 
importance in determining the thickness of the monolayer using 
the two-layer model—the position of the first intensity minimum 
in the reflected X-rays—was derived after relatively brief exposure 
to the X-rays.68 

Thickness of Alkylsiloxane Monolayers on Silicon. We applied 
both X-ray reflectivity and ellipsometry to a set of alkylsiloxane 
monolayers (Figure 5). For 15 samples and six chain lengths, 
the agreement between the two techniques is good. The maximum 
deviation between the thickness estimated using the two methods 
is 4.2 A; the average difference is 2.2 A (rms). This accuracy 
is equivalent to an error of ~10% in the measurement of the 
thickness of a C18 monolayer. 

Ellipsometry systematically gives larger values of thickness. 
This difference could result from the use of too low a value for 
the refractive index of the monolayer. We would, however, require 
n ca 1.55 in order to obtain values for the width of the monolayers 
from ellipsometry commensurate with those from the X-ray 
measurements. While such a high refractive index is found for 
crystalline polyethylene,43 it seems unreasonable for a hydrocarbon 
monolayer that contains methyl groups. 

We believe that the discrepancy between the thicknesses inferred 
from ellipsometric and X-ray measurements is, at least in part, 
the result of a subtle difference in the two methods. The ellip
sometric thicknesses are based on differences in measurements 
of the bare substrate and the substrate with an attached alkyl
siloxane monolayer. The refractive index OfSiO2 is 1.4669 and 
the contribution of an O3SiCH2 moiety to the index of refraction 
of the monolayer is probably very close to that of the alkyl chain 
R. Thus, the thickness measured by ellipsometry includes the 
silicon atom of the alkylsiloxane group. In the X-ray experiment 
the measured thickness corresponds to the distance separating 
interfaces between media of different electron densities. Since 
the electron density of the silicon atom in the RSiO3 group that 
attaches the monolayer to the substrate is effectively indistin-

(67) We were able to cause damage to these monolayers with a rotating 
anode by placing a monolayer in the direct beam of the anode for 24 h. The 
flux of this beam was ~ ' / io that of the monochromatized radiation from the 
synchrotron. While the contact angle in the irradiated region decreased (0a

H2° 
«= 80°), XPS failed to find a significant surface concentration of oxidized 
carbon atoms. 

(68) Sample deterioration will be important, however, in more detailed 
studies of how monolayer structure changes under various conditions. 

(69) Taft, E. A. J. Electrochem. Soc. 1978, 125, 968-971. 

Partial Monolayer 

Uniform Islands 

n partial * n i n partial < n i 

Length < d J 
Length = d 

Figure 6. Models for the structure of incomplete monolayers. A com
plete monolayer has a thickness, d, and an index of refraction, H1. In the 
uniform model the partial monolayer has a length less than d and an 
index of refraction approximately equal to «,. In the island model the 
incomplete monolayer has a thickness, d, but the index of refraction is 
less than H1. 

guishable from that of the oxide layer on the substrate, the silicon 
atom of the alkylsilane group appears to the X-rays to be part 
of the substrate, not of the hydrocarbon monolayer. In short, 
ellipsometry measures the thickness of a Si(CH2)„CH3 monolayer; 
X-rays measure that of a (CH2)„CH3 monolayer. This explanation 
suggests that thicknesses estimated by ellipsometry should be ~ 1.4 
A longer than those estimated by X-ray reflectivity.70 These 
considerations cannot account for all the observed difference 
between the two sets of measurements. The remaining difference 
(~0.7 A) probably reflects minor deficiencies in the models used 
in analyzing the ellipsometric and X-ray data. 

Projected Area of Alkylsiloxane Groups in the Plane of the 
Monolayer. The data from low-angle X-ray scattering provides 
a semiquantitative estimate of the in-plane area of each alkyl
siloxane group in these monolayers. The critical angle for total 
reflection from the substrate, 9C, is related to the electron density 
of the silicon substrate pels. (eq 6).55 The observed critical angle, 

= 4 ' ) / » r0 = 2.818 X 10"5 A (6) 

8C = 0.225 ± 0.007° for X-rays having wavelength X= 1.54 A,71 

corresponds to an electron density of 0.72 ± 0.05 A-3. The ex
pected value for silicon, 0.70 A"3, is in good agreement with this 
number. The fitting of the profile of scattered X-rays to the model 
of (dpel/dz) for the covered substrate gives an estimate of the 
electron density of the monolayer, pei , relative to that of the 
substrate. For the «-alkane monolayers studied here, we estimate, 
using a three-layer model, that PeIn̂ 0/7>eiSi

 = 0.43 ± 0.05.27,72 The 
area per alkylsiloxane group, A, can then be calculated from this 
estimate of the electron density of the monolayer, the thickness 
of the monolayer, d, and the number of electrons, 7Ve, in the alkyl 
group of each alkylsiloxane moiety (eq 7).73 Our calculated value 

A = Ne/dPa (7) 

for A is 21 ± 3 A2 per RSi group.74 An alternative analysis, based 

(70) The size of the silicon atom is taken as half the sum of the projections 
of the Si-O (1.33 A) and Si-C (1.52 A) bonds onto the z axis. These 
projections were calculated from standard bond lengths assuming a bond angle 
of 109.5°. 

(71) This value for the critical angle is slightly higher than the value 8C = 
0.221 predicted by the electron density of crystalline silicon (0.70 A"3). We 
attribute this discrepancy to curvature in the sample. See ref 27. 

(72) The electron density of the monolayer, 0.30 ± 0.03 A"3, calculated 
with the theoretical critical angle for silicon (ref 71), corresponds to a mass 
density of 0.87 ± 0.10 g/cm3. This density is calculated assuming that the 
monolayer consists solely of methylene groups. 

(73) The number of electrons in each constituent molecule of the mono
layer was found by adding the number of electrons contributed by each atom 
in the tail of the silane, six for each carbon atom and one for each hydrogen. 

(74) The major source of uncertainty in this estimate is the uncertainty 
in the electron density of the monolayer. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the X-ray reflectivity, R/R?, of partial and 
complete monolayers prepared from Cl3Si(CH2)„CH3: (A) n = 17 and 
(B) «=11. The reflectivities of the complete monolayers are offset by 
a factor of 100. 

on monolayers that had been prepared from dodecyl- and octa-
decyltrichlorosilane, yields an area of 22.5 ± 2.5 A.27 These areas 
are similar to that found for close-packed Langmuir-Blodgett 
monolayers of long-chain alcohols (20.5-22 A2)75 and to the 
cross-sectional area per molecule within crystals of long-chain 
paraffins (20.5 A2).44'45 Other studies have concluded that these 
self-assembled structures are themselves at or near a close-packed 
arrangement.18 Our results are consistent with this conclusion. 

Structure of Incompletely Formed Monolayers. We would like 
to be able to assess the process by which alkyltrichlorosilanes 
adsorb and bind to a silicon substrate. While we cannot, with 
our current level of technical sophistication, directly analyze this 
process, we can determine certain features of the structure of 
incompletely formed (partial) monolayers. The analysis of these 
structures may, in turn, shed light on how complete monolayers 
are formed. 

We generated partial monolayers by removing the substrates 
from the solutions containing the alkyltrichlorosilanes before the 
monolayers had formed completely. We hypothesized two extreme 
possibilities for the structure of such monolayers (Figure 6). A 
complete monolayer is characterized by a length, d, and a re
fractive index, «|. In one possible structure for an incomplete 
monolayer, the alkyl chains would be uniformly distributed over 
the substrate but would be disordered and have a liquidlike 
structure. In this "uniform" case, the monolayer would have a 
refractive index similar to that of the complete monolayer, but 
its thickness would be less. In the second structure, the monolayer 
would consist of islands of alkylsiloxane groups having local 
structure similar to that of the complete monolayer. In this 
"island" model, the thickness would be the same as that of the 
complete monolayer, but the average refractive index of the 
monolayer would be lower. We cannot, using ellipsometry, dis
tinguish between these possibilities, since we must assume the 
refractive index of the monolayer in order to determine its 
thickness. X-ray reflection can, however, differentiate between 
these two models. For a structure containing islands, the positions 
of the minima in the X-ray profile would be the same as those 
of the complete monolayer since the distances between the air-
monolayer and monolayer-substrate interfaces would be the same. 
The intensities of these minima would change because the average 

(75) Gaines, G. L., Jr. Insoluble Monolayers at Liquid-Gas Interfaces; 
Interscience: New York, 1966 and references cited therein. 
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Figure 8. Effect of changing the electron density of the alkylsiloxane 
monolayer on the intensity of reflected X-rays, R/Rf. (A) Si/Si02 
substrate, (B) monolayer prepared from Cl3Si(CH2)2(CF2)7CF3, and (C) 
monolayer prepared from Cl3Si(CH2)9CH3. A and B are offset by fac
tors of 10" and 102, respectively. 

electron density within the island-containing structure would be 
lower than that within the complete monolayer. For the "uniform" 
structure the distance separating the interfaces would be less than 
that of the complete monolayer. Therefore, the locations of the 
minima would differ from those of the complete monolayer. 

Figure 7 shows the intensity of X-rays reflected from two 
monolayers prepared from octadecyltrichlorosilane (Cl3Si-
(CH2)17CH3, OTS). The complete monolayer was prepared by 
immersing the silicon substrate in a solution containing OTS for 
1 h. It had a thickness, by ellipsometry, of 26 A. The second 
sample was placed in the same solution for 40 s. By ellipsometry 
its thickness was 14 A, approximately 60% of that of the complete 
structure. There is an obvious shift in the position of the primary 
minimum for the complete and partial monolayers. This shift 
corresponds to a difference of 7 A in thickness, which is well 
beyond the experimental error of the experiment. 

Figure 7 also presents similar data for two monolayers formed 
from dodecyltrichlorosilane (Cl3Si(CH2)IiCH3). While this set 
of data is not as complete as that for the monolayers prepared 
from OTS, the shift in the location of the minimum for the partial 
monolayer is also readily apparent. While in this latter system 
the incompleteness of the data set prevented us from obtaining 
reliable values for the electron density of the monolayer, the 
similarity in the amplitudes of the minima suggests that the 
electron density of the incomplete monolayer was similar to that 
of the complete structure. 

We conclude that the structure of these partial monolayers is 
best described by the "uniform" model (Figure 6).76 This con
clusion differs from that of Sagiv,77 which is based on an infrared 
study of partial (~60%) and complete monolayers prepared from 
OTS on aluminum by procedures similar to those used here. 

Variation of the Electron Density of the Monolayer. The in
tensity of reflected X-rays at the interference minima in the X-ray 
profile is smallest when the intensities of light reflected from the 
substrate-monolayer and monolayer-air interfaces are equal. This 
condition is met when the electron density of the monolayer is 
approximately halfway between that of the silicon substrate and 
air. If the electron density of the organic layer is too close to that 
of the substrate or of air, the incoming X-rays see only one in
terface: that having a significant change in electron density. 

We have demonstrated this effect by comparing the X-ray 
profiles for two monolayers formed from alkyltrichlorosilanes 

(76) We do not generalize this result to other monolayer systems. The 
alkyltrichlorosilanes form a monolayer through the creation of covalent sili
con-oxygen bonds between the silane and the substrate. Once bound to the 
substrate the molecules cannot move along the surface. For systems such as 
thiols on gold, where the monolayer is held on the substrate by weaker in
teractions, it may be possible for the monolayer constituents to diffuse laterally 
across the surface. 

(77) Cohen, S. R.; Naaman, R.; Sagiv, J. /. Phys. Chem. 1986, 90, 
3054-3056. 
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Figure 9. Change in the intensity of reflected X-rays that results from 
chemical transformations of vinyl-terminated alkylsiloxane monolayers 
prepared from Cl3Si(CH2),5CH=CH2 (HTS): (A) addition of ele
mental bromine (2%, v:v, in CH2Cl2) to form CHBrCH2Br or related 
brominated structures and (B) oxidation by KMnO4 (0.5 mM)/NaI04 
(19.5 mM)/K2C03 (1.8 mM, pH 7.5) to CO2H. For both A and B the 
upper X-ray profile, offset by a factor of 100, is that of the original 
monolayer; the lower is that after the transformation of the tail group 
of the monolayer. 

containing 10 carbon atoms: Cl3Si(CH2^CH3 and Cl3Si(C-
H2MCF2J7CF3 (Figure 8). The fluorinated silane should generate 
a monolayer whose electron density is close to that of the silicon 
substrate. The amplitude of the minimum is much lower for the 
fluorinated alkylsiloxane than for the hydrocarbon. (The positions 
of the minima are different since the fluorinated silane has two 
electron density regimes along the normal axis, one for the layer 
containing the two CH2 groups and one for the layer containing 
the eight-carbon perfluorinated chain. The alkylsiloxane mono
layer containing the (CH2)9CH3 group has a uniform electron 
density throughout the monolayer.) 

Monolayers composed of hydrocarbon have electron densities 
midway between that of silicon and air and are very amenable 
to investigation by X-ray reflection. For other systems, such as 
the fluorinated monolayer on silicon shown in Figure 8 or hy
drocarbon monolayers on transition metal substrates or on water, 
the acquisition of useful results from X-ray reflectivity will gen
erally require detailed analysis. 

Characterization of Chemical Reactions Involving a Monolayer. 
We have begun to explore the use of X-ray reflectivity to study 
changes in the structures of monolayers when chemical reactions 
alter their composition. We had two interests in these studies. 
First, we wished to determine if X-ray reflectivity had the sen
sitivity to provide a new analytical technique with which to follow 
reactions involving monolayers. We were especially interested 
in its ability to detect small changes in electron density (for 
example that accompanying oxidation of a CH=CH 2 group to 
a CO2H group). We were also concerned with its potential to 
damage the sample during analysis. Second, we wished to see 
if the structures of the alkylsiloxane monolayers were sufficiently 
rigid and well-ordered that we could incorporate into them layers 
having large values of (dpei/dz) (for example, by adding Br2 to 
a C H = C H 2 group to yield a CHBrCH2Br moiety). 

We have previously studied the addition of bromine to a 
monolayer prepared from Cl3Si(CHj)15CH=CH2 (HTS).16 The 
contact angle of water on this vinyl-terminated monolayer was 
0"!° = 100°. Reaction with elemental bromine generated what 
we hypothesized to be the corresponding 1,2-dibromide (and other 
related brominated species)78 and resulted in a decrease in 9^2° 
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Figure 10. XPS spectra of alkylsiloxane monolayers terminated with 
CHBrCH2Br (and related brominated species, indicated by 
"CHBrCH2Br") and CO2H groups after exposure to X-ray radiation 
from a synchrotron source: survey spectra (left) and high-resolution 
spectra of the C Is region (right): (A) edge of monolayer that had not 
been exposed to any synchrotron X-ray radiation and (B) central area 
that had been irradiated with the greatest flux of X-rays. 

to ~80° . XPS spectra confirmed the incorporation of bromine 
into the monolayer. Ellipsometry suggested that the monolayer 
had lengthened by 2-3 A.79 

Figure 9 presents X-ray reflectivity data for the bromination 
of a monolayer prepared from HTS. Reflectivities were measured 
from a single monolayer before and after exposure to a solution 
of elemental bromine in CH2Cl2. After reaction, the primary 
minimum shifted to lower qz (Aqz = 0.014 A-1)- Since the bro
mination effectively lengthens the monolayer by one atomic 
center,80 this change is expected and is consistent with the ellip-
sometric data. The addition of one methylene unit to a saturated 
alkyl chain containing 17 carbon atoms would shift qz by 0.0063 
A"1.81 The intensities of the minima also changed upon bro
mination; the primary minimum deepened while the second de
creased in amplitude. 

If the bromine were localized in the position of the double bond 
in a trans-extended conformation for the organic chain, we would 
expect to infer from the X-ray reflectivity a layer approximately 
4-A thick with an electron density several times that of the hy
drocarbon. Fitting the intensity data to a three-layer model did 

(78) Because of the high density of vinyl groups at the air-monolayer 
interface, bromination of these groups could conceivably induce some polym
erization of the type presented in eq iv. 

-CH=CH2 + CH2=CH • -CHBrCH2CH2CHBr- (iv) 

(79) In using ellipsometry to follow reactions, we continued to use a re
fractive index of 1.45. This approach is clearly arbitrary, but we have found 
that even using the refractive index of elemental bromine (1.66) to describe 
the new layer on the surface alters our estimate of the change in thickness by 
only ~0.4 A. 

(80) The van der Waals radius of bromine (1.95 A) is slightly less than 
the sum of the covalent radii of carbon (0.77 A) and hydrogen (0.371 A) and 
the van der Waals radius of hydrogen (1.2 A). The volume occupied by a 
bromine atom is therefore similar to that of a methyl group. Lange's 
Handbook of Chemistry, 11th ed.; Dean, J. A., Ed.; McGraw-Hill: New 
York, 1973. 

(81) We have calculated the expected change in q, using the assumption 
that the monolayer-air and monolayer-substrate interfaces are perfectly sharp. 
In the appendix (see the supplementary material) we show that this as
sumption yields the usual condition for destructive interference (eq J). For 
the primary minimum in R, n in equations H, I, and J is zero. Rearrangement 
of equation H with n = 0 results in equation v for the location of the primary 

<?zo = */d (V) 

minimum, q20, as a function of d, the distance between the two interfaces. 
Values for d were calculated using standard bond lengths and a bond angle 
of 109.5°. 
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find a localized layer of high electron density. The best fit to the 
data, however, suggested a rather broad layer (6 A (fwhm) in 
thickness) whose electron density corresponded to approximately 
60% of that expected for complete bromination of the vinyl groups 
in the monolayer. 

These results do not indicate a well-ordered, layered structure 
for the brominated monolayer derived from HTS.82 Their in
terpretation is, however, complicated by X-ray damage to the 
brominated sample during the reflection measurements, by un
certainty concerning the structures formed on bromination, and 
by damage to the sample during the reflectivity measurements 
before reaction with bromine. After measurement of the X-ray 
reflectivity of the vinyl-terminated monolayer prior to bromination, 
the central region of the sample had a contact angle with water 
approximately 30° lower than the edges of the sample that were 
outside of the X-ray beam. After bromination, the central area 
of this sample had a contact angle of 0"2° = 67°, 11 ° less than 
that of the edge (0" jO = 78°). Figure 10 presents XPS spectra 
for the brominated monolayer. The survey spectra indicate that 
there was only one-third as much bromine in the region exposed 
to the X-rays as in the section not exposed to the radiation. The 
C Is spectra were also qualitatively different in these regions: the 
exposed area showed several different carbon environments with 
binding energies at least 3 eV higher than that of CH2. Since 
the contact angles on the surface of the vinyl-terminated monolayer 
indicated some degree of radiation damage prior to the bromi
nation of the monolayer, the reduced concentration of bromine 
that we observed probably reflects a combination of two effects: 
first, the radiation destroyed some fraction of the initial vinyl 
groups, and second, the synchrotron radiation removed some of 
the bromine that had added to the remaining vinyl groups.83,84 

Figure 9 presents analogous reflectivity data for materials 
obtained by oxidation with KMnO4 and NaIO4 of monolayers 
prepared from HTS. The expected product of this reaction is a 
carboxylic acid.85 As for the bromination, we measured the 
reflectivity from a single monolayer before and after reaction. The 
X-ray data indicated a slight increase in the thickness of the 
monolayer on oxidation, although this change in thickness was 
not as large (Aq2 = 0.008 A"1) as that observed on bromination. 
The second minimum was also reduced in amplitude after the 
oxidation. Since this reaction replaces a carbon atom with two 
oxygen atoms, but does not add to the end-to-end length of the 
chain, we do not expect the change in the thickness of the mon
olayer to be as large in this reaction as in the bromination reaction. 
Attempts to model the observed data suggested that there was 
a high-density region at the air-monolayer interface. The 
agreement between the model and the data was, however, poor. 

Contact-angle measurements on the vinyl-terminated monolayer 
after the determination of its X-ray reflectivity revealed typical 
radiation damage. After the reflectivity measurements on the 
oxidized monolayer there was, however, no observable difference 
in the contact angles of water (0"2° ~ 40°) between the region 
of the sample which had been exposed to X-rays and the regions 
which had not. The XPS spectra (Figure 10) also show no dif
ference between the irradiated and unirradiated regions. This 
apparent uniformity in the surface and the resulting implication 
that X-ray damage is not important in the these X-ray reflectivity 
experiments is reasonable but possibly misleading. Both the 
KMn0 4 /NaI0 4 oxidation and the synchrotron radiation would 
be expected to generate oxidized species in the monolayer, and 
it might not be possible for us to detect radiation damage in this 
oxidized system. 

(82) While angle-resolved XPS studies might shed some light on the dis
tribution of bromine within the monolayer, we have had difficulty obtaining 
reproducible results from brominated monolayers which had not been exposed 
to synchrotron radiation. See ref 16. 

(83) We have observed a decrease in the intensity of the bromine signal 
during the accumulation of the XPS spectra. While the flux of X-rays in the 
spectrometer is unknown, it is certainly less than that of the X-ray beam from 
the synchrotron. 

(84) The binding energy of the bromine in the damaged region (Br 3d5/2, 
70.5 eV) was identical with that in the areas unexposed to the X-rays. 

(85) Lemieux, R. U.; von Rudloff, E. Can. J. Chem. 1955, 33, 1701-1709. 

Discussion 
This work makes it possible to compare measurements of the 

thickness of alkylsiloxane monolayers on silicon using two tech
niques: optical ellipsometry and low-angle X-ray reflectivity. The 
former technique is more convenient than the latter, but its use 
requires certain assumptions whose correctness is difficult to check. 
The good agreement between results from these independent 
techniques strongly supports the accuracy of the thicknesses from 
ellipsometry. The small, systematic differences observed between 
these sets of results emphasizes the importance of detailed con
sideration of the structure and properties of the interfaces involved 
in reflecting light in the optical and X-ray regions of the spectrum. 

Ultimately the correctness of ellipsometry relies on the proper 
choice for the refractive index of the monolayer. While the 
agreement between the X-ray and ellipsometric results is not 
sufficient to determine this index accurately, we note that the 
electron density of the monolayer is apparently independent of 
both the degree of completeness of the monolayer and the length 
of the alkyl group in the silane. Using the same refractive index 
for all samples, whether partial or fully formed, therefore appears 
justified. This conclusion differs from that reached for partial, 
"skeletized" films prepared by the etching of Langmuir-Blodgett 
multilayers, rather than the direct deposition of partially formed 
monolayers.86,87 It is plausible that this type of manipulation 
might yield an island structure rather than the apparently uniform 
partial monolayers studied here. 

The information available from X-ray reflectivity concerning 
organic monolayer films is complementary to that available from 
other techniques. X-ray reflectivity requires no a priori as
sumptions about the structure (index of refraction, roughness, 
thickness) of the sample. It has a sensitivity to atomic-scale 
structure that comes with the short wavelength of X-ray light. 
In addition, the ability of X-rays to penetrate solids makes it 
applicable to buried interfaces, even if the overlying film is not 
transparent in the optical spectrum. 

X-ray reflectivity also has several limitations. First, it requires 
a suitably flat substrate. At present, highly polished glass, float 
glass, and silicon are the only solids that have been shown to have 
satisfactory flatness,88'89 although a number of liquids49"51 and 
liquid crystals52"54 have been examined with this technique. Recent 
progress in the epitaxial growth of metal surfaces90 and the 
preparation of ultrasmooth surfaces91 suggests that the extension 
of this technique to other substrates will soon be possible. Second, 
the electron density of the monolayer must be different from that 
of both the substrate and air; too close matching with either results 
in an ill-defined interface (that is, a small value of <dpel/dz) at 
the interface) and a decrease in sensitivity and resolution. Third, 
organic samples may be damaged by exposure to high-intensity 
X-rays. Irradiation of these monolayers in the presence of di-
oxygen appeared to result in oxidation. Exposure of monolayers 
containing C-Br bonds results in a loss of bromine. This type 
of loss is also observed during XPS analysis under conditions that 
do not damage methyl- or vinyl-terminated monolayers.16 How 
important these damage processes are in causing artifacts in the 
data and how effectively they can be suppressed by changing 
experimental conditions (for example, by using inert atmospheres 
or vacuum, low temperatures, or short exposure times) remains 
to be established. We believe that better control over the conditions 
under which X-ray reflectivity measurements are made will permit 
the use of this technique for the detailed analysis of the structure 
of monolayer systems. 

Experimental Section 
Materials. Decyl-, dodecyl-, tetradecyl-, hexadecyl-, and octadecyl-

trichlorosilane were obtained from Petrarch Systems and distilled prior 

(86) Blodgett, K. B.; Langmuir, I. Phys. Rev. 1937, 51, 964-982. 
(87) Tomar, M. S. J. Phys. Chem. 1974, 78, 947-950. 
(88) Cowley, R. A.; Ryan, T. W. J. Phys. D 1987, 20, 61-68. 
(89) Materials such as cleaved mica or graphite may have suitable flatness 

for the application of the X-ray reflection technique, but they have not yet 
been developed for this prupose. 

(90) Hallmark, V. M.; Chiang, S.; Rabolt, J. F.; Swalen, J. D.; Wilson, 
R. J. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1987, 59, 2879-2882. 

(91) Brown, N. J. Annu. Rev. Mater. Sci. 1986, 16, 371-388. 
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to use. The compound 3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,10,10,10-heptadeca-
fluorodecyltrichlorosilane (Cl3Si(CH2)2(CF2),CF3) was obtained from 
Petrarch and used as received. The synthesis of 16-heptadecenyltri-
chlorosilane (HTS) has been described previously.16 Hexadecane and 
bicyclohexyl were obtained from Aldrich and purified by percolating 
twice through neutral, grade 1, activated (as purchased) alumina (Fish
er). The purified solvents passed the Bigelow test for polar impurities.92 

Silicon (100) was obtained in 3-in. diameter wafers from Semiconductor 
Processing Corp (Boston, MA) (n-type, laser grade) in three thicknesses, 
0.080, 0.125, and 0.200 in., and from Monsanto (p-type, 0.015 in.). 
Water was passed through an ion exchanger (Cole-Parmer) and distilled 
in a Corning Model AG-Ib glass distillation apparatus. 

Preparation of Monolayers. The silicon wafers were cut into strips 
1 -in. wide. These strips were cleaned by heating in a solution of con
centrated H2SO4 and 30% H2O2 (70:30 v/v) at 90 0C for 30 min.93 

(CAUTION: "piranha" solution reacts violently with many organic 
materials and should be handled with great care.) The substrates were 
rinsed thoroughly with distilled water and stored under water until use. 

The cleaned silicon strips were removed from water using Teflon-
coated forceps (Pelco). All visible traces of water were eliminated by 
exposing the sample to a stream of argon (minimum purity 99.995%) for 
~30 s. The silicon was then placed in a ~0.5% w/w solution of the 
alkyltrichlorosilane in hexadecane or bicyclohexyl. The containers for 
the solution were custom-made from rectangular glass tubing that had 
one end sealed. Prior to use and during the formation of the alkylsiloxane 
monolayers, the containers were kept either under a dry nitrogen atmo
sphere or in a desiccator containing P2O5 (Baker, "granusic"). After 1 
h (desiccator) or 24 h (nitrogen atmosphere), the substrate was removed 
from solution and placed in 100 mL of CHCl3 for 15 min to remove any 
microscopic contaminants that might have adsorbed onto the surface of 
the monolayer. The sample was then immersed in 100 mL of ethanol 
for 30 s and rinsed with ethanol dispensed from a 2-mL disposable pipet. 
The monolayer was dried under a stream of argon and measurements of 
contact angle and ellipsometry were made immediately. 

Contact Angles. Advancing contact angles were determined on sessile 
drops with a Rame-Hart Model 100 contact angle goniometer equipped 
with a controlled-environment chamber. The relative humidity in the 
chamber was maintained at >80% by filling the wells of the sample 
chamber with water. The temperature was not controlled and varied 
from 20 to 25 0C. The volume of the drop used was 3 /uL; its pH was 
~5.6. All reported values are the average of at least four measurements 
on the film surface and have a maximum range of ±3°. 

Ellipsometry. Ellipsometric measurements were made with a Rudolph 
Research Model 43603-200E thin-film ellipsometer. The light source was 
a He-Ne laser (X = 6328 A). The angle of incidence was 70.0° (relative 
to the normal of the plane of the sample) and the compensator was set 
at -45.0°. The measurements necessary for the calculation of the film 
thickness consisted of the determination of the polarizer and analyzer 
angles for the silicon substrate and the corresponding set of angles for 
the substrate coated with a monolayer film. 

Each set of analyzer and polarizer readings, measured in zones 1 and 
3,94 were the average of at least four measurements taken at different 
locations (separated by at least 1 cm) on the sample. The angles that 
comprised this average had a maximum scatter of ±0.15°. These mea
surements were determined in air for the bare substrate within 5 min of 
its removal from water. The substrate was placed in the solution of 
alkyltrichlorosilane immediately after these measurements. Measure
ments for the substrate-monolayer systems were taken no more than 5 
min after the samples had been washed with ethanol. 

The refractive index of the substrate was calculated from the analyzer 
and polarizer angles for the uncoated silicon. This value was then used 
to determine the thickness of the monolayer according to the algorithm 
of McCrackin.29 The lengths were calculated assuming that the mono
layer had a refractive index of 1.45. The algorithm calculated two values 
for the length of the monolayer, both of which were complex. Since the 
length of the monolayer must be real, we chose the real part of the 
complex number with the smaller imaginary component as the thickness 
of the monolayer. (The other choice was inherently unreasonable since 
it was greater than 1000 A.) Thicknesses determined in this way are 
accurate to ±2 A. 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. The XPS spectra were obtained 
using a Surface Science Laboratories Model SSX-100 spectrometer 
(monochromatized Al Ka X-ray source; 10~8-10~9 Torr) referenced to 
Au 4f7/2 at 84.0 eV. Samples were washed with ethanol, dried under a 

(92) Bigelow, W. C; Pickett, D. L.; Zisman, W. A. J. Colloid. Sci. 1946, 
/, 513-538. 

(93) Pintchovski, F.; Price, J. B.; Tobin, P. J.; Peavey, J.; Kobold, K. J. 
Electrochem. Soc. 1979, 126, 1428-1430. 

(94) See ref 29 for the definitions of the angular zones used in ellipsometry. 

stream of argon, and introduced into the spectrometer. For each sample 
a survey spectrum (resolution 1.1 eV, spot size 1000 ^m, one scan) and 
high-resolution spectra of the peaks for C Is, O Is, Br 3d, and Si 2p 
(resolution 0.16 eV, spot size 300 ^m, 10-30 scans) were collected. 
Atomic compositions were determined with standard multiplex fitting 
routines and the following sensitivity factors: C Is, 1.00; O Is, 2.49; Si 
2p, 0.90; Br 3d, 3.188.95 

X-ray Reflection Measurements. X-ray sources were a Rigaku ro-
tating-anode (RA) X-ray generator (Cu Kai radiation, X= 1.54 A, 90 
mA, 45 keV) and the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory (beam line X-22B, X = 1.71 A). 
Monochromatic radiation was obtained by reflection from a monochro-
mator (RA, triple-bounce germanium (111); NSLS, single-bounce ger
manium (111)). The beam size was 0.1 X 5 mm for incident angles less 
than 1° and 0.5 X 5 mm for incident angles greater than 1°. X-rays were 
monitored with two scintillation detectors: one for the incoming beam, 
the other for the radiation reflected from the sample. The intensities of 
the reflected X-rays were normalized to the intensity of the incoming 
beam. 

Since the background radiation was a function of the angle of the 
incoming beam, point by point background subtraction was performed. 
The background was determined by purposely misaligning the detector 
by ±0.3° at each incident angle 8. 

Samples were mounted in a brass cell with Kapton (Du Pont) win
dows. The chamber excluded X-rays at angles greater than 7°. The 
atmosphere in the chamber was either air or helium. 

The range of intensities that could be detected was 106 with the ro
tating anode and 10' at NSLS. A typical reflection scan required 15 h 
on the rotating anode and 4 h at NSLS. The data that was obtained at 
NSLS covered twice the range in q2 as that from the rotating anode. 

Bromination. The X-ray reflectivity for a monolayer prepared from 
HTS was measured as above. This monolayer was then placed in a 2% 
(by volume) solution of elemental bromine in CH2Cl2 for 7 h. The wafer 
was then rinsed in CH2Cl2 and in ethanol. The reflectivity was then 
measured again. 

Oxidation. As for the bromination, the reflectivities before and after 
oxidation were measured as described above. Stock solutions of KMnO4 

(5 mM), NaIO4 (195 mM), and K2CO3 (18 mM) in water were pre
pared. Immediately prior to the oxidation, 10 mL of each of these 
solutions was combined with 70 mL of distilled water to create the ox
idizing solution (KMnO4, 0.5 mM; NaIO4, 19.5 mM; K2CO3, 1.8 mM, 
pH 7.5). The monolayer prepared from HTS was placed in this solution 
for 2 h at 75 0C. The sample was removed from the oxidant and rinsed 
in 100 mL of each OfNaHSO3 (0.3 M), water, 0.1 N HCl, water, and 
ethanol. 

Pentadecyltrichlorosilane. Dihydrogen hexachloroplatinate(II) (Alfâ , 
5.3 mL of a 0.01 M solution in THF, 0.053 mmol), trichlorosilane (Pe
trarch, 8.6 mL, 85 mmol), and 1-pentadecene (Aldrich, 15.01 g, 71 
mmol) were placed under argon in a dry, heavy-walled glass tube (di
ameter 2.5 cm, length 21 cm) equipped with a sidearm and a 0-10 mm 
PTFE stopcock. The solution was degassed (freeze-pump-thaw, three 
cycles) and the tube was sealed under vacuum at -195 0C. The tube was 
then warmed to room temperature, after which it was heated in an oil 
bath (99 0C, 43 h). The tube was then cooled to room temperature. The 
reaction solution was transferred to a 100-mL round-bottomed flask 
equipped with a vacuum adapter. A liquid nitrogen cooled trap was 
attached and the excess trichlorosilane and THF were removed by a 
trap-to-trap distillation. The remaining liquid was distilled in a dry 
Kugelrohr distillation apparatus. The product (15.3 g, 44 mmol, 62%) 
was the fraction collected from 95 0C (0.013 Torr) to 105 0C (0.010 
Torr). 

1H NMR (CDCl3): b 1.7-1.2 (m, 28), 0.9 (t, 3). 13C NMR (CDCl3): 
<5 32.24, 32.01, 30.00, 29.94, 29.89, 29.68, 29.25, 24.50, 22.98, 22.51, 
14.29. Anal. Calcd for C,5H31Cl3Si: C, 52.08; H, 9.05; Ci, 30.75. 
Found: C, 51.89; H, 9.12; Cl, 30.95. 
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The stereochemistry of the Wittig reaction is influenced by the 
presence of 7r-acceptor groups at the a-carbon.1,2 Ylides 
Ph3P=CHX or Ph2RP=CHX (X = ester, acyl, vinyl, aryl, etc.) 
generally react with high (£)-olefin selectivity compared to the 
"nonstabilized" ylides Ph3P=CHCH3 or Ph2RP=CHCH3. House 
et al. reported increased (Z)-olefin formation from Ph 3 P= 
CHCO2Me in methanol vs aprotic solvents and considered possible 
explanations based on the interconversion of betaine diastereomers 
2a and 3a (eq l).2b Although House did not choose among the 
mechanistic alternatives due to insufficient kinetic data, the 
connection between betaine interconversion and E selectivity 
became widely accepted in the review literature.1 Some years later, 
extensive studies of solvent effects were interpreted to favor a 
cycloaddition mechanism for carbonyl-stabilized ylides.3 Shortly 
thereafter, it was shown that oxaphosphetanes, not betaines, are 
observed in Wittig reactions where an intermediate can be de
tected.4" Subsequent proposals for interconversion of diaste-
reomeric intermediates have discussed pathways that do not de-

(1) (a) Trippett, S. Q. Rev. Chem. Soc. 1963, 17, 406. (b) Schlosser, M. 
Top Slereochem. 1970, 5, 1. (c) Gosney, I.; Rowley, A. G. Organophosphorus 
Reagents in Organic Synthesis; Cadogan, J. I. G., Ed.; Academic Press: New 
York, 1979. (d) Maryanoff, B. E.; Reitz, A. B. Chem. Rev. In press. We 
thank the authors for a copy of this review prior to publication. 

(2) (a) House, H. O.; Rasmusson, G. H. J. Org. Chem. 1961, 26, 4278. 
(b) House, H. 0.; Jones, V. K.; Fank, G. A. J. Org. Chem. 1964, 29, 3327. 

(3) (a) Froyen, P. Acta Chem. Scand. 1972, 26, 2163. (b) Aksnes, G.; 
Khalil, F. Y. Phosphorus 1972, 2, 105. Aksnes, G.; Khali], F. Y. Ibid. 1973, 
3, 37, 79, 109. (c) Recent studies have included the evaluation of empirical 
solvent polarity parameters in stabilized-ylide reactions: Maccarone, E.; 
Perrini, G. Gazz. Chim. Ital. 1982, 112, 447. 

(4) (a) Vedejs, E.; Snoble, K. A. J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1973, 95, 5778. (b) 
Vedejs, E.; Meier, G. P.; Snoble, K. A. J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1981,103, 2823. 
(c) Vedejs, E.; Marth, C. F. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1988, 110, 3948. (d) Vedejs, 
E.; Marth, C. F. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1989, 111, 1519. 
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pend on betaines.5 However, there is limited experimental ev
idence regarding the extent of equilibration by any means in 
conjugated ylide reactions. 

Two important studies have appeared that support the idea that 
betaines can equilibrate. Speziale and Bissing found that treatment 
of ethyl f/wjj-phenylglycidate with triphenylphosphine (refluxing 
ethanol) in the presence of W-ClC6H4CHO affords crossover 
products corresponding to the reversal of an intermediate betaine 
2a (eq 2).6 Analogous results were obtained with stilbene oxide 
and other epoxides under more drastic conditions.6'7 Trippett 
and Jones demonstrated that a betaine, 2b, generated by depro-
tonation of the /3-hydroxy phosphonium salt 6b with NaOEt/ 
EtOH, also affords extensive crossover products with ClC6H4CHO 
(Scheme I).8 All of the essential features of these studies have 
been confirmed in our laboratory. However, when the betaine 
2b is formed by the quaternization of a phosphine alkoxide, 7b, 
with methyl iodide in THF, (Z)-stilbene is obtained with 98% 
retention.9 Furthermore, when 2c is generated by the depro-
tonation method from 6c in methanol, (Z)-cinnamate is formed 
in high yield.10 These observations imply that equilibration of 

(5) (a) Bestmann, H. J. Pure Appl. Chem. 1979, 51, 515 and references 
therein. Bestmann, H. J. Pure Appl. Chem. 1980, 52, 771. Bestmann, H. 
J.; Vostrowsky, O. Top. Curr. Chem. 1983, 109, 85. (b) Schlosser, M.; 
Schaub, B. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1982, 104, 5821. Piskala, A.; Rehan, A. H.; 
Schlosser, M. Collect. Czech. Chem. Commum. 1983, 48, 3539. (c) Mar
yanoff, B. E.; Reitz, A. B.; Mutter, M. S.; Inners, R. R.; Almond, H. R., Jr.; 
Whittle, R. R.; Olofson, R. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1986, 108, 7664. 

(6) Bissing, D. E.; Speziale, A. J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1965, 87, 2683. 
(7) Wittig, G. Haag, W. Chem. Ber. 1955, 88, 1654. Boskin, M. J.; 

Denney, D. B. Chem. Ind. (London) 1959, 330. 
(8) Jones, M. E.; Trippett, S. J. Chem. Soc. C 1966, 1090. 
(9) (a) Vedejs, E.; Snoble, K. A. J.; Fuchs, P. L. J. Org. Chem. 1973, 38, 
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Abstract: The Wittig reaction of ester-, vinyl-, or benzyl-stabilized ylides is examined in detail. Extensive control experiments 
have been performed to probe the oxaphosphetane intermediates, and reversal in these systems is ruled out as a significant 
(>5%) process. Betaine reversal, on the other hand, can be detected in the control experiments, depending on the conditions. 
Maximum betaine reversal is associated with formation of the anti betaine rotamers, while syn betaines can be generated in 
ethanol or THF without significant reversal in several cases. It is emphasized that betaines are obligatory intermediates in 
the control experiments, but they are neither obligatory nor likely intermediates in Wittig reactions, especially the £-selective 
examples conducted in aprotic solvents. Only the oxaphosphetanes are required to describe the overall Wittig process from 
ylide to alkene. Other intermediates are not necessary, including zwitterions, specific conformers, pseudorotamers, etc. The 
traditional control experiments are more complex and are shown to involve anti betaines as well as syn betaines (2, 24, 25), 
and in certain cases, hydroxy ylides (28) derived from the betaines. The ^-selective reactions of ester-stabilized ylides are 
described as asynchronous cycloadditions with a relatively advanced, oxaphosphetane-like transition state. Exceptionally iT-selective 
olefination is achieved using the allylic dibenzophosphole ylide 11a. The intermediate oxaphosphetanes 14a, 15a, and 15b 
are observed for the first time in a conjugated-ylide reaction. 
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